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:U, S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission q
Attention: Document Control Desk 1

Washington, D. C. 20555

: Subject: -Licensee Event Report-(LER) 92-20

Dear' Sir:

Enclosed is Licensee Event _ Report (LER)- 92.-20 which is submitted in-

accordance with.10-CFR 50.73.
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On September 14, 1992 at 1620, Florida Power Corporation (FPC) determined that
two of four High Pressure Injection valves at Crystal River Unit 3 may not
function under certain Design Basis conditions due to low input voltage at the
control devices. This was based on a conservative electrical analysis that
assumes a simultaneous Design-Basis Event during a degraded grid voltage
condition, FPC discovered this condition after performing field walkdowns of
the control power transformers for the referenced valves. The "as found"
conditions, when considered in the analyses, resulted in the High Pressure
Injection System being declared inoperable. The root cause is considered to be
insufficiently detailed temporary modification installation instructions which
contributed to personnel error. To resolve this issue FPC rewired control
circuits to make use of a higher voltage tap on the control transformer. Both
valves were restored to operable status by 1835 on September 14, 1992.
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flENT DESCRIPTION

On September 14, 1992, Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) was operating at 100 % power ,

when a condition outside the Design Basis (DB) was discovered. It was determined
that two of four High Pressure Injection (HPI) valves (MVV-23 and MVV-25) (BQ,V]
may not function under DB conditions due to low voltage at the control devices.
This was based on a conservative electrical analysis that assumes a simultaneous
DB event and offsite power at the minimum possible vcitage without an actuation of
the undervM tage relay protection. This is considered a situation outside the DB
and is bf.ng reported per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B).

Florida Power Corporation (FPC) performed a field walkdown to verify the control
pow r transformer data for numerous safety related components. This walkdown is- ,

part of FPC's Electrical Calculation Enhancement Program (ECEP). Based on the i

results of the walkdown, FPC determined that a potential problem existed. A

preliminary calculation using our motor control center /AC distribution panel
voltage drop calculation data base concluded that the minimum voltage available to
the referenced valve control devices, during a degraded grid voltage condition, may
be less than required for proper operation.

Upon completion and verification of the preliminary calculations, the valves were
conservatively declared inoperable. This caused both trains of the HPI system to
also be considered inoperable. Thus, CR-3 entered Technical Specification (T.S.)
3.0.3 at 1620. The voltage for MUV-23 was raised by using a higher voltage tap on
the control power transformer and T.S. 3.0.3 was exited at 1645. The voltage for
MUV-25 was likewise raised and the associated Action statement (T.S. 3.5.2) was
exited at 1835.

CAUSE

lhe low voltage condition was caused by insufficient work instructions and design
ieview. In 1980, the failed control power transformers for MUV-23 and MUV-25
(BQ,MCC] were replaced with non-safety related transformers using a temporary
nadifice+ ion. The non-safety related transformers had been seismically qualified
utilizing engineering judgement prior to installation and were intended for use
only until equivalent safety related devices could be obtained. The work
instructions for the temporary niodification did not identify the actual secondary
terminals to wire to. This resulted in the installation being performed
incorrectly. Additionally, the instructions called for the voltage and current to
be measured, and to be within specified limits, after the transformer installation
work was completed. Although there was a signature indicating that the tests had
been performed, there were no voltage values listed. The testing thus failed to
identify the problem.
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A permanent modification package was instalied letar in 1900 to replace the non-
safety related control power transformers with equivalent safety related
transformers. A failure to follow modification installation instructions resultod
in the transformers feeding the Ndicating lights being changed out rather than the
control power transformers. Tlidt being the case, tha incorrect installation from
the temporary modification work remained intact and the low voltago condition
continued to exist. It is important to note that the voltage on the low side of the
transformers was to be tested as part c. this modification. This test, which was
never performed, would have provided conclusive evidence that the permanent
installation work was in error. Weaknesses in the post modification test orogram
resulted in the testing requirement being deleted i' rom the mo<lification.

EVENT ANA QST)

The HPI valves are a part of the discharge flow path for the A and B HPl trains.
With two valves inopertble, the system would fail to provide adequate HPI flow for
some DB accident mitigation. The redundant HPl valves (MVV-24 and MVV-26) were
verified to have acceptable voltage supplies even though they were modified in 1980
at the same time as MVV-23 and MUV-25.

If a DB Event had. occurred coincident with a degraded grid voltage condition, the
valves may not have operated when required. This condition, however, could be
mitigated by supplying the Engineered Safeguard Busses with power from the
Emergency Diesel Generators. This condition is only a concern during a degraded
voltage condition since the valve controls have adequate voltage during nominal
voltage conditions.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The control power voltage was raised by changing transformer taps and verified to
be adequate for the control circuit to function during an undervoltage condition.

There have been considerable improvements in the overall modification process.
including design control, work control and post modification testing since 1980.
Additionally, responsibility for translation of the design to a field work package,
including detailed work instructions and test procedures-was subsequently assigned
to the engineering organization in the mid 1980's. Field work for modifications
is now scheduled and controlled under the same process as normal plant maintenance.
It is therefore FPC's position that adequate controls and checks in our current
programs exist to preclude recurrence of this type of problem.
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FPC is planning to replace the control and indicating lamp transformers with safety
related transformers. Continuation of the ECEP will ensure that DB issues of this
nature are identified and are promptly corrected.

PREVIOUS SillLAR EVENTS

There have been two previous Licensee Event Reports generated due to insufficient
voltage to safety-related components (LER 92-007 and LER 92-010).
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